
Candidate   History  
Professor,   Department   of   Physics,   University   of   Connecticut,   2019-present.  
Associate   Professor,   Department   of   Physics,   University   of   Connecticut,   2002-2019.  
Assistant   Professor,   Department   of   Physics,   University   of   Connecticut,   1996-2002.  
Research   Staff,   CERN,   Geneva,   Switzerland,   1992-1996.  
Scientific   Associate,   CERN,   Geneva,   Switzerland,   1990-1992.  
Postdoc,   University   of   Illinois,   Urbana   IL,   1988-1990.  
Physics   Ph.D.,   Virginia   Polytechnic   Institute,   Blacksburg   VA,   1988.  
Physics   B.Sc.,   Bob   Jones   University,   Greenville,   S.C.,   1981.  

Research   Profile  
Since   coming   to   Connecticut   as   a   Jlab   bridge   faculty   member   in   1996,   I   have   worked   on  
experiments   in   Halls   B,   C,   and   D.   In   Hall   B   my   primary   focus   was   on   the   Radphi   experiment  
(1996-2003)   which   measured   all-neutral   final   states   in   peripheral   photoproduction   reactions.  
Starting   in   2002,   I   joined   the   Qweak   collaboration   and   contributed   to   the   Compton   polarimetry   and  
simulation   working   groups.   Starting   in   2006   my   primary   focus   shifted   to   the   GlueX   experiment  
that   seeks   to   identify   hybrid   mesons   in   the   mass   spectrum   of   excited   mesons   in   polarized  
photoproduction.   Meson   spectroscopy   with   GlueX   continues   to   be   the   primary   focus   of   my  
research   effort,   as   we   confront   the   challenge   of   partial-wave   analysis   of   multi-particle   final   states   in  
our   already   large   and   still   growing   set   of   experimental   data.   Within   GlueX   I   am   currently   serving   as  
chair   of   the   photon   beam   working   group,   and   as   the   author   and   primary   developer   of   the   physics  
simulation   for   the   experiment.   I   also   pioneered   the   use   of   the   Open   Science   Grid   for   GlueX  
simulations,   leading   the   way   for   other   experiments   at   the   lab   with   a   need   for   large   and   elastic  
simulation   resources.  

Community   Service  
GlueX   Collaboration   Board   member,   2000-2004,   2006-2009,   2011-2015,   2020-2021.  
Contact   Person,   Gluex   virtual   organization   within   the   Open   Science   Grid,   2010-present.  
Panelist   for   Monte   Carlo   simulations,   DOE   NP   Exascale   Requirements   Review,   2016.  
Advanced   Scientific   Research   Mentorship,   Glastonbury   High   School,   CT,   2018-present.  
High   School   Science   Mentor,   UConn   Mentor   Connection,   2003-present.  
Undergraduate   Physics   Honors   Advisor,   UConn,   2019-present.  

Candidate   Statement  
The   approval   of   Critical   Decision   0   for   the   EIC   project   this   year   marks   a   new   beginning   for   our   user  
community,   as   Jefferson   Lab   and   Brookhaven   National   Laboratory   users   come   together   to   develop  
the   experimental   designs,   simulations,   and   analysis   tools   to   fulfill   the   promise   of   this   new   facility.  
At   the   same   time,   Jefferson   Lab   users   are   engaged   with   the   ongoing   12   GeV   experimental   program,  
and   training   the   next   generation   of   nuclear   physicists   who   will   lead   our   community   into   the   EIC  
era.   The   User’s   Group   will   work   with   Jefferson   Lab   management   to   promote   both   of   these  
activities,   both   within   our   scientific   communities   and   through   outreach   at   the   national   level.  


